SOME   CRITICS  OF  AUTHORITARIANISM
race. There does not exist for us a more favourable sky or a
more fertile soil." "Life being a fight/' he wrote on another
occasion, " the wisest thing for us to do is to find our happiness
in this fight," and reluctant as he was to blow his own trumpet
he once affirmed with truth that " although an alleged atheist,
because he had not spared God his criticism any more than his
fellow-men, yet he had the faith of a Saint Peter, the hope of a
Saint Paul, the love of a Saint John, and hoped to live and die
in the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, whose only mistake was
to allow himself to-be caught by his enemies." *
" In spite of yourself," said his friend Fallot, "your very
destiny will make you a writer, an author, a philosopher, one of
the lights of the nineteenth century, as Gassendi, Descartes and
Malebranche were in the seventeenth, Diderot, Montesquieu,
Helv&ius, Locke, or Hume and Holbach in the eighteenth."
An exaggeration doubtless. Proudhon's own ambition was
both more modest and perhaps less realizable: " I dream," he
once said, to Prince Napoleon,2 " of a society in which I should
be beheaded as a Conservative." That day is not yet, except
perhaps in Russia ?
1	" En Jesus la revolution morale et sociale acquit conscience d'elle-meme :
c'est ce qui le rend si precis, si fort, si neuf, si superieur—il 1'est encore."
(But: " figalite des conditions parmi les hommes moyens: reforme des
mceurs; sanction: immortalite de 1'ame.")
" Jesus estla vraie antithese du regime cesarien, patricien, sacerdotal, usuraire;
regime d'hypocrisie, d'in tolerance, d'impudicite, de vol, de calomnie, de
trahison, d'assassinat" (Cesarisme et Ghristiamsme a.d. 45-476}.
2	Quoted by Sainte-Beuve, op. cit., p. 34.

